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Hi!!My name is Dai Sako. Iʼm university student in
Japan. I worked in Soltec Vietnam for 7days. It was
really short time, but I studied so many thing
First, I tell you why I came here from Japan. Because I
wanted to feel to work in foreign country. Is it fun? Is it
difficult? Is it interesting? I did volunteer work of
support foreign people about activity of university. Also
I am working in a company in Japan now. So I wanted
to compare this 3 factors.
As a result, I could understand these are nearly the
same. And I wanna feel foreign country. It is important
to feel and respect association and customer about
working in Japan. In Vietnam this is same. All
employee in Soltec look very very happy when work
and also have a rest. I think this is very important. To
respect association is more difficult than to respect a
business connection. Soltec can do that. So I wanna

k h S lwork a company such as Soltec.
I will make use of this great experience. And then I
wanna come back here after make progress more and
more.
I appreciate all people here, see you soon.
Thank you!!

Thank you for your kindness for my very
short time internship.
The most impressive thing for me in the
Soltec Vietnam company is that all member
of this company looked like very exciting
with working. The factor which this situation
made is the member of this company not
only work for living but also for the purpose
which they want to accomplish in their
works.
In short, thorough this internship, I came to

think I want to find the job which I can enjoy
with having my aim that I want to
accomplish in my life thorough my job.
Thank you !





Close up
SOLTEC VN

Q
How can you describe
your life just one word?

Why?Q

How many times are you usually
going to drink every month?

Do you have any challenging
things except your job?

What your recently trouble?

Q

Q

Q

What are your most regret
things in your life?

Whatʼs your dream?Q
Q

People is friendly.
Need to improve human management system.
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